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Abstract: In the HR scenarios that are dynamically evolving every day, many shifts are taking place which essentially requires attention of every HR professional. Therefore, our main objective in this conceptual paper is to study and identify the paradigm shifts in the human resource practices. In this paper, we addressed several shifts which would demand drastic changes in the traditional HR practices followed by the organizations and would also help in shaping the performance of the businesses and optimum utilization of employee efficiency in the organizations.
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I. Introduction:

Human Resource Management these days possesses the centre stage in enterprises. An organization can have every single profitable resource in its hands yet without human resources it can't take appropriate shape. As we know HR function is "all managerial activity carried at any level with respect to the organization of work and the entry, development and exit of individuals in the organization so that their capabilities are utilized. Individuals have a central part and are the most influential and dependable assets for proficiency and adequacy of an organization". Consequently HRM today goes for developing individuals and their potential for growth. HR professionals go act as genuine change agents in their organization and are in charge of shaping the state of mind of the human asset to concentrate on the business objective.

The traditional HR mainly focuses on recruitment, performance appraisals, payroll administration etc., which is mostly employee centric and has development initiatives such as training and development, motivation initiatives and others to increase employee productivity and efficiency within the organization. Business organizations are subjected to constant change due to globalization and rapid information technology developments. The concept of “global village” by the business opened up the world full of opportunities. More and more employees are working in different parts of the world. The problem posed to HR due to this is gauging the knowledge and skill of foreign employees and providing training accordingly and managing them. The advancement of technology over the past decades has changed the human resource (HR) roles. Internet and e-commerce and global thinking have opened up new opportunities for the function and responsibilities of HR roles.

1.1. What is a Paradigm?

The term paradigm originates from the Greek "paradeigma" which means "show example or case". Initially presented years back by the philosophy of science historian Thomas Kuhn, the term paradigm is currently used to mean an expansive model, a structure, and a state of mind or a plan for understanding reality. The expression ‘paradigm’ is another word for 'pattern'. Design framing is almost we endeavour to make importance from our encounters. We utilize these patterns to comprehend circumstances, bring up issues, fabricate interfaces and create forecasts. The human mind is intended to create, observe and perceive designs in our general surroundings. We oppose the thought that no example exists. At the point when an outlook change happens, we understand things from with a better point of view as we concentrate on various types of the occurrences in our lives.

1.2. What is HR?

A human resource department is an important, if not basic, segment of any business despite of the organization's size. It is principally centred on magnifying worker efficiency and shielding the organization from any issues that may emerge from the workforce. HR duties incorporate remuneration and advantages,
enrolment, terminating and staying up with the latest with any laws that may influence the organization and its employees.

1.3. HR Role in Organization

HRM decreases the expenses related with employee turnover and contracting new workers to fill work positions. The objective of HRM is not exclusively to guarantee that employees get reasonable remuneration for their work, additionally to assemble a solid employer-employee relationship and increment the level of employee fulfilment inside the organization.

HRM is additionally used to shield an organization from any allegations or lawful move that might be made against it by an employee. Successful HRM can distinguish work issues before they intensify and resolve internal issues identified with favouritism or other exploitative treatment revealed by employees. HRM ensures that the organization confirms to commonplace and government laws with respect to essential employee paperwork, governmental policy regarding minorities in society arranges and divergent effect investigations. A proficiently run HR division can give your organization structure and the capacity to address business issues through dealing with your organization's most significant assets - its employees.

2. What are Shifts in HR?

In the field of HR, through our study we identified ten different shifts which are required to be addressed by a HR professional to ensure a smooth flow of his responsibilities in the future and they are globalization vs. Regionalization, individualism and pluralism, technology and digital economy, shifting demographics (diversity), consumerism (employee as consumer), performance consulting, organizational learning, modern mobility, people analytics, millennial HR (new gen HR)

2.1. Globalization vs. Regionalization

The expanding pervasiveness of globalization is driven by various components, incorporating lack of ability in created nations, accessibility of ease work and developing consumers in developing nations, and technological advance. HR divisions of worldwide organizations must collect information on variables, for example, employees, attrition and procuring, pay and advantages, ethnic, gender, social, and nationality disseminations, and load into information distribution centres furthermore, data shops. By applying progressed logical strategies on the information, HR expert will get business knowledge, anticipate changes, and settle on educated choices at operational and vital levels. Worldwide organizations not just need to be organized, but also need to be cooperative and open to socially different workforce, additionally comprises of high ability.

Regionalisation then again alludes concentrating on working together in a specific region or area. Taking globalization as favourable position to build up a local economy is a learning concentrated stride towards development. Thus, human resource management is not within reach on a worldwide reason for most corporations. As opposed to deserting globalization, taking after a regional approach that means to accomplish highest combination at the territorial level can be a stage toward globalization. However characterizing region is difficult. Building up where a region closes or what criteria is utilized to state what frames a region; regardless of whether social, business or historical are to be resolved. HR experts have the obligation of dealing with these diverse bifurcations viably. Because of regionalisation and globalization the training, the remunerations, the advantages to employees and so on all must be carefully fit as needs be.

2.2. Individualism and Pluralism

A lot of research on societal culture has been guided by the thought of "cultural disorders." cultural disorders are intellectual structures that help one sort out and translate the world by concentrating consideration on specific examples or subjects in the subjective components of nature, for example, values, standards, convictions, and suppositions. Of various social disorders that have been recognized, individualism and collectivism have gotten impressive consideration, and has been the concentration of especially rich hypothetical portrayal. Individualism is simply the inclination to regard as the most significant social unit. Individualistic social orders stretch the advancement and separation of a one of a kind identity and character, independence, and the supremacy of individual objectives and requirements. Interestingly, the most significant social units in collectivist societies are the gatherings to which individuals have a place, for example, the family, neighbourhood, or working environment, and one's character is characterized by enrolment in these gatherings.

In view of many reviews, managers in organizations need to consider individualism-collectivism when they create HRM practices. That is, a misfit between administrative instruments and social introductions can prompt a diminishing in individual execution and organizational efficiency. In this manner, managers need to consider the significance of culture, including identity and authoritative culture, when associations embrace HRM practices.
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2.3. Technology and Digital Economy

Information and innovation has created a transformation in the each circle of human attempt. Today it is utilized widely in the organizations to perform various functions, for example, enrolment, maintenance, development etc. It and its extensive variety of uses have affected their operations as well as have made their nearness significantly felt in each circle of administration. Indeed, even in the field of HRM, innovation has contributed towards the outlook change, as well as has gotten different difficulties and opportunities alongside it. The greatest test confronted by the organizations is the selection and acknowledgment of these innovations, as the re-planning and re-building of the HR capacities is extremely basic for the systematic and compelling working of the different functions.

The e-HRM establishment and adjustment process, if taken care of in a right point of view, can prompt the development and effectiveness of the organizations over the long run. The innovation based HR functions gives on-going metrics to the managers, which push them to track and spot patterns effectively and along these lines prompts a successful management of the workforce. Effective HR transactions, expanded speed, less paperwork and cost adequacy are certainly a portion of the points of interest which guarantees straightforwardness, as well as encourages better controls by the top management. In any case, the execution of e-HR requires an essential change in the way hr experts see their roles. The successful and adequate usage is just possible when the HR professionals figure out how to be capable with the traditional HR aptitudes and information, and build up the capacity to apply their insight by means of the technology.

2.4. Shifting Demographics (Diversity)

Demographic factor is among the most common and most decisive predictors in the turnover. A number of studies found age, education, job level, gender and tenure with the organisation to be significant predictors of turnover. Many studies show that though age and tenure are usual dependent, time related variables which differ with one another, they are separate variables leading to different diverse results. The important component in human resource management practices is the need to effectively motivate and hold high capacity employees who survive organisational rebuilding, downsizing, rearrangement or re-building activities.

These demographic shifts will require better approaches for speculation by hr departments all around, who should update their practices to address the difficulties that will emerge. Proper execution assessment system and appropriate career development arrangements ought to be used as a part of the organisation to reduce mobility of employees.

2.5. Consumerism (Employee as consumer)

Employees must be included in HR practices keeping in mind the end goal to give them a chance to have their impact on employee execution and commitment. Simply the nearness of well-designed HR practices does not imply that they will act as they should, simply like a well-designed training program does not help an employee that does not take part in it. By "implementing” HR practices a firm makes its hr practices to satisfy its purpose. However, other than the individuals who create HR practices, the employees themselves assume a vital part in the execution of HR practices. Research has once in a while considered employees as dynamic implementers of human resource management (HRM). This is striking, since employees think, act, and make decisions that help satisfy their interests and needs. Therefore, this study progresses an approach that views employees as 'dynamic agents' in the implementation of HRM, as they are the most essential "customers" of HR practices. By consuming HR practices, the workers 'take part' in HR practices and utilize them to achieve desired results.

2.6. Performance Consulting

Performance consulting is a procedure in which inner or outside customers employ advisors to give an orderly and all holistic way to deal to enhance the working environment performance to accomplish business objectives.

However, in organizations HR essential function is to check whether the job descriptions are in place, and must be prepared to characterize, motivate, assess, and enhance the execution of your employees through proper performance management. Methodology and benchmarks should be explained then instituted to encourage steady evaluations and give powerful remedial activities when important.

Your capacity to deal with the performance of your employees specifically converts into employee satisfaction and maintenance, successful remediation, and expanded profitability.

2.7. Organizational Learning

Organisational learning has turned into a field with quick development and gets increasing attention of researchers now. Organisational learning resembles an organisation which does well in creating, getting and
shifting learning and in action correction of staff keeping in mind the end goal to have response on new data, views, techniques, thoughts and news through any routes with a more large scale viewpoint.

In organizations, learning could enhance the capacity of creativity of employees and organizations for the advancement. When recognizing and managing issues, organizational learning put an attention on everlasting practice and feedback in the consideration of the circumstance of organization. Concentrating on creativity is the way of learning, so "systemic thinking", "shared vision", "personal mastery", "group learning" and "creative tension" are included between the vision and reality Therefore, one aspect of connection of human resource management and organizational learning is the act of employee selection and recruitment. The implication of this link is best fit employees could be advantage for creating important learning and assumptions and enhancing the entire organizational performance further. At the end of the day, organizational learning will enhance the estimation of the most essential resource of individuals. This is one reason why individuals apply organizational learning into human resource management.

2.8. Modern Mobility
Workers from rising economies have truly set a high incentive on education, experience and abilities earned in the west. Yet, not for any longer – by 2020, domestic multinationals in China, India and other developing markets will match and even surpass western multinationals in terms of compensation and career development. This implies skilled workers from rising economies will return home to exploit their recently discovered aptitudes in the lucrative residential markets. Local workers with international experience are regularly much more attractive to local managers than foreign workers in a similar market. These returning local people can typically command preferred pay over the local counterparts, and entirely new pay structure is developing. HR experts should be set up to deal with the profession and compensation desires of these east-west-east pioneers.

Talent mobility will turn into an important strategic tool. The pressure on HR to give confirmation and knowledge to support mobility choices will only increase later on, and this implies developing a predictive state of mind and grasping the specialized information systems that support it. Therefore the use of analytics in HR is expanding and a number of organizations are starting to grasp the idea.

2.9. People Analytics
People analytics, also known as talent analytics or hr analytics, refers to the method of analytics that can help managers and executives make decisions about their employees or workforce. People analytics treats people in an organization like other asset, as something that can be analysed, checked and reconfigured. Its goal is to expel gut instinct and behavioural inclinations from talent determination, maintenance, performance management and training & development.

People analytics can be utilized to increase or even replace a scope of traditional HR methods. The use of individual’s examination on employee selection, performance and retention has been named "talent analytics". Rising utilization of web-based social networking to make new discovery driven insights on employee behaviour can give precise predictive understanding into employee maintenance and fulfilment. Organizations are even analysing patterns of email and communication from employees to pick up understanding into what work practices result in the highest levels of performance.

2.10. Millennial HR (New Gen HR)
The millennial era (likewise normally known as gen-y and incorporates births from 1982-2000) is developed in the workforce and the baby boomers resigned, so supervisors and HR experts should grow new models considering the generational contrasts between children of baby boomers and millennial.

Baby boomers are right now the biggest era of dynamic labourers. Research has demonstrated that boomers recognise their qualities as hierarchical memory, good faith, and their readiness to work extend periods of time whereas the millennia’s have a radically unique point of view towards what they anticipate from their employment understanding. Millennia’s are accomplished, talented in innovation, extremely fearless, ready to multi-undertaking, and have a lot of vitality. They have elevated requirements for themselves, and want to work in groups, rather than as individuals. Millennia’s look for difficulties, yet work life adjustment is of most extreme significance to them.

Keeping in mind the end goal to create fruitful engagement observing and advance, millennia’s are profoundly relationship based and require regular and particular input, HR must have the ability to compensate and perceive when proper. Without this power, associations will confront trouble in executing their engagement procedures.

II. Conclusion
In practice, the traditional HR processes followed are needed to be tailored according to the changing global context. Organizations try to change their HR activities according to the problems faced by them.
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require considering the various shifts that are taking place in HRM which shapes the future of the entire HRM and mainly helps HR professionals to adopt to the dynamic shifts happening in business environment that affects the efficiency, productivity, performance and effectiveness of employees and organizations. Therefore this study helps you in understanding the various paradigm shifts that are occurring and would shape the future of HRM.
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